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Introduction
Let’s face it. No matter how sophisticated your 
organization’s automation strategy is, most business 
processes require human intervention. Wouldn’t it be 
nice to easily pass tasks along to a digital co-worker 
and address more complex hybrid workflows with 
human augmentation and collaboration? Imagine 
freeing your employees to focus on high-value work 
rapidly — reshaping processes and transforming 
customer and employee experiences. 

Now you can!

Many organizations are adopting a strategy of 
employing both digital and human workers, and 
they’re increasingly requiring more seamless 
collaboration between the two. That’s where our 
solution comes into play.

SS&C I Blue Prism® Interact is a human-in-the-loop 
platform for intelligent automation. The platform 
enables collaboration between human and digital 
resources — your new unified workforce — to expand 
your business opportunities. Interact simplifies 
communication so your human and digital resources 
can collaborate seamlessly as co-workers, securely 
and at scale.

A digital workforce for every 
enterprise — meet your 
new co-workers

Interact
Why Interact?
Interact improves efficiency and agility to 
unlock transformational business value 
Gain the ability to leverage your human team 
to validate data, approve next steps and make 
decisions as part of your automation process. 

A proven collaborative approach to enable 
your unified workforce 
Interact gives organizations a proven approach 
to enable a unified workforce of human and 
digital resources. It leverages the benefits of each 
workforce’s skill to maximize throughput, efficiency 
and agility. This results in higher-quality business 
output. Use Interact to easily address more complex 
processes that require human input or collaboration 
between human and digital co-workers.

No-code customizable design experience, 
adaptable to your requirements 
Interact provides an intuitive, simple-to-use interface, 
requiring little to no training for business users to 
design and maintain customizable forms within 
business branding guidelines. Fields and data input 
can be governed by Interact’s customizable rules 
engine to validate data entry in real-time, without 
having to involve digital workers. User-based access 
controls mean that central automation teams can 
configure Interact’s forms to be visible and accessible 
to the right business users. 

A robust and secure enterprise platform with 
high availability and resilience 
Gain the assurance of end-to-end encryption of 
process information and additional capabilities to 
support regulatory requirements. Our dedication 
to customer data protection includes Veracode-
assessed, end-to-end encrypted, as well as GDPR-
compliant data management protocols. Deploy it 
the way it works for you: on-premises/behind your 
firewall, on your cloud or as part of a fully managed 
and hosted SS&C I Blue Prism® Cloud.  
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Interact Use Cases
Enterprises can reimagine how they deliver new or existing products or services

HUMAN DATA 
SUPPLY

• Trigger ad-hoc report

• Handle an address change

• Onboard a new starter

• Raise a purchase order

• Support external/field 
engineer

DIGITAL DATA 
SUPPLY 

• Prepare reports for engineer 
callouts

• Consolidate data to 
complete account transfers

• Generate patient information 
reports before appointments

EXTERNAL 
DATA SUPPLY

• Update meter reading

• Register patients remotely

• Request for documentation

HUMAN 
AUGMENTED 

• Multiuser authorization

• Exception handling and 
validation

• Escalation and notification

• Warning and alerting

• Human-driven execution flow

DIGITAL 
AUGMENTED 

• Gather key customer 
information

• Update details in systems

• Acceleration

• Partial automation

Maximize business strategy 
opportunities and drive 
return on investment

Interact is effective in a wide 
range of use cases that go 
beyond the front office — 
essentially any process that 
would benefit from human-
digital collaboration and 
workflow applications. 

These apply to financial services, insurance, healthcare, 
utilities and more. For example:

Attended Automation Opportunity

• Interact can help humans to be still involved in the 
decision-making process when the predefined decision 
criteria are sensitive and require human interaction.

• This can replace other unstructured communication 
channels, such as email to create a more efficient, 
real-time process. It also removes the need for re-
keying similar information collected on paper forms.

• An Interact form could be the first point of 
contact for tasks such as patient care, mortgage 
applications, insurance quote requests or mid-

term adjustments, account cancellations, change 
of address requests or even booking service 
appointments.

The Bottom Line: All these use cases have processes 
behind them — some of which are straightforward 
requests that your digital co-workers can handle — 
and others that require unique human input. In each 
one, you can use Interact forms to streamline/speed 
up validation and employee approvals at specific 
stages within longer, multi-step processes.
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SS&C Blue Prism provides leading enterprise intelligent automation technology worldwide. We empower 
customers to reimagine how work gets done with a secure and scalable intelligent digital workforce. A digital 
workforce increases efficiency, reduces operating costs and returns millions of hours to staff to focus on the 
things that matter most. 

To learn more visit www.blueprism.com and follow us on Twitter @blue_prism and LinkedIn. 

Find Out More
Interact is a native, human-in-the-loop collaboration platform that lets human workers easily 
partner with digital co-workers to initiate, verify, receive and authorize a variety of work related to 
an organization’s business processes. The platform creates natural workflows across front-middle- 
and back-office functions. We make secure, interactive and real-time collaboration between human 
and digital co-workers a reality. 

Find out more here.
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